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Regional water resources allocation oriented to ET control in plain area

ZHANG Hongbo1，2，LAN Tian1，WANG Bin1，CHEN Jiumin3，PENG Honghai3
（1. School of Environmental Science and Engineering，Chang’an University，Xi’an 710054，China；

2. Key Laboratory of Subsurface Hydrology and Ecological Effect in Arid Region of Ministry ofEducation，Xi’an 710054，China；

3. Luannan Water Affairs Bureau，Tangshan 063500，China）

Abstract： The potential changes are occurring in the Earth’s water cycle due to climate change and hu⁃
man activities， which cause water supply system mainly affected by hydrological processes are extremely
complex and variable. Water resources management based on water demand has been not an accurate reflec⁃
tion to the regional water resources status. It needs us develop water resources management from the per⁃
spective of water cycle. This study introduces the basic theory and method of water resources management
based on evapotranspiration （ET） control， and put forward the ET-based model on county-territory scale
and its calculation method. The ET-based model is different from the traditional method， origins from re⁃
gional water cycle process and stresses the natural attributes of water resources. In addition， this study con⁃
siders Luannan County with over-pumping groundwater and further discusses the case study about water re⁃
source allocation based on ET. The research shows the ET-based model chooses ET control as the means，
cutting ET as the goal，physical drive processes of water resources as theoretical basis， and takes into ac⁃
count many practical problems related with county development such as the industrial development，planting
structure，water-saving potential and excessive exploitation of water resources. The treatment can make the
planning scheme from the model is accord with the actuality of regional development and give controlling
the over-pumping exploitation of water resources more maneuverable.
Key words：water resources management；evapotranspiration；object ET；ET control；over-pumping ground⁃
water
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Research for impacts of boundary layer grid scale
on flow field simulation results in pumping station

ZI Dan1，WANG Fujun1，2，TAO Ran1，HOU Yakang1

（1. College of Water Resources & Civil Engineering，China Agricultural University，Beijing 100083，China；

2. Beijing Engineering Research Center of Safety and Energy

Saving Technology for Water Supply Network System，Beijing 100083，China）

Abstract：The y+ value on a wall is a primary parameter of boundary layer grid scale， and has important
influence on the flow field numerical simulation for pumping stations. In order to clarify the requirements of
y+ for different simulation objectives， a realistic pumping station was adopted and evaluated. Considering of
meshing difficulty， numerical computation accuracy and efficiency， three kinds of numerical grid schemes
were put forward based on the grid independence analysis. The three schemes were named global unstruc⁃
tured grid， global unstructured grid with specified boundary layer height， and block structure grid with
specified boundary layer， respectively， which result in the corresponding value of y + 10~2000， 10~1000，
10~500. The results showed little difference in velocity distribution uniformity between scheme 2 and
scheme 3. However， scheme 1 was comparatively large difference with the other two schemes. If the macro
hydraulic performance of pump station is the main concern， a simple and easy grid scheme （scheme 1）
could meet the satisfaction， y + value could be relaxed appropriately to 0~2000. If the vortex distribution in
flow field is the main concern，y+ should be less than 1000， the scheme 2 of gridding should be adopted.
If the detailed flow structures， or vortex elimination devices become the main concern， y + must be within
30~500，and the scheme 3 is the best choice.
Key words：pumping station；flow field simulation；boundary layer grid scale；vortex
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Analysis on law of soil salt accumulation under condition
of high salinity phreatic water evaporation in arid areas

JIA Ruiliang1，ZHOU Jinlong1，2，ZHOU Yinzhu3，GAO Yexin2，LI Yang1，WANG Xinzhong4

（1. College of Water Conservancy and Civil Engineering，Xinjiang Agricultural University，Urumqi 830052，China；

2. Institute of Hydrogeology and Environmental Geology，Chinese Academy of Geological Sciences，Shijiazhuang 050061，China；

3. School of Water Resources and Environment，China University of Geosciences，Beijing 100083，China；

4. Changji Geological Environment Monitoring Station，Changji 831100，China）

Abstract：Column experiments were carried out to investigate effects of total dissolved solids（TDS）（30g/L
and 100g/L）， vadose zone lithology （fine sand and silt clay） and depth of groundwater table （0.5m，1.0m
and 3.0m） on distribution of soil salt accumulation under condition of high salinity phreatic water evapora⁃
tion in arid areas. Samples were taken seven times from different depths of column for soil salt analysis.
The results indicate that under condition of high salinity phreatic water evaporation， the less depth the
groundwater table is， the larger soil salinity at the same depth will be. Salinity in soil profile with vadose
zone lithology of silt clay is higher than that of fine sand when other conditions are fixed. In addition，soil
salinity of phreatic water with TDS of 30 g/L is higher than that with TDS of 100 g/L in the upper layer
of silt clay column due to the membrane effect of tenacious soil and filling effect of crystal salt in soil
pore， and lower in the lower part of the column. Depth of salt accumulation in silt clay profile tends to
shift down with the increase of phreatic water TDS due to the change of capillary water gravity and soil
structure as a result of higher TDS.
Key words：arid area；high salinity phreatic water；phreatic water evaporation；soil salt accumulation
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Kinematic characteristics of horseshoe vortex upstream
of circular cylinders in open channel flow

CHEN Qigang，QI Meilan，LI Jinzhao
（School of Civil Engineering， Beijing Jiaotong University，Beijing 100044，China）

Abstract： To investigate the kinematic characteristics of horseshoe vortex upstream of cylinders， the swirl⁃
ing strength method is introduced to identify horseshoe vortices， and a method of fitting the local velocity
field with an elliptic vortex are proposed to characterize these vortices. The elliptic vortex is constructed by
overlapping the Oseen vortex with an inclined unidirectional shear flow. The proposed methods were used to
investigate the time-averaged horseshoe vortex upstream of a circular cylinder in open channel flow. The
time averaged horseshoe vortex is captured by averaging instantaneous velocity fields measured with PIV.
The results show that， in flows with cylinder Reynolds number larger than 104， the position of horseshoe
vortex is unchanged while the upstream separation point moves downstream slowly. The distances from the
vortex center to the cylinder axis and the bed are 0.67D and 0.06D， respectively，with D being the cylin⁃
der diameter. Comparing with those in open channel flows， the horseshoe vortex and separation point in tur⁃
bulent boundary layers are further upstream. With the increasing of cylinder Reynolds number， the horse⁃
shoe vortex strengthens itself but keeps the size unchanged， results in increasing shear stress on the bed.
The dependence of vortex-induced shear stress with the flow strength indicates that it is physically reason⁃
able to formulate equations for local scour based on the kinematic characteristics of horseshoe vortex.
Key words： flow around cylinder；horseshoe vortex；characteristic extraction；kinematic characteristics；par⁃
ticle image velocimetry
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Three-dimensional numerical simulation of curtain grouting in the dam
bedrock based on binghamian grouts

DENG Shaohui，WANG Xiaoling，AO Xuefei，REN Bingyu，LI Ruijin
（State Key Laboratory of Hydraulic Engineering Simulation and Safety，Tianjin University，Tianjin 300072，China）

Abstract：Because of the grouting engineering of masking and the complexity of geological conditions，how
to accurately determine the diffusion regularity of grout under complicated geological conditions is the key
and difficult point of grouting numerical simulation analysis. Binghamian grouts two-phase flow characteris⁃
tics in the process of grout diffusion and complex geological conditions of dam bedrock is not considered in
the present numerical simulation research of grouting in the hydraulic engineering. These research objects
mainly focus on a single fracture or a single grout hole， while the simulation of grout front has not in⁃
volved. Aim at the above-mentioned problems，a three-dimensional refined geological information model， in⁃
cluded different formations，unfavorable geological body， curtains， grouting holes， was firstly established in
this paper. Then， coupled with the volume of fluid （VOF） method in the CFD commercial software
STAR-CCM +， a three-dimensional grouting mathematical model of Binghamian grouts air-grout two-phase
flow was developed to achieve the numerical simulation of the multiple holes and sequencing grouting in
the dam bedrock，also analyzing the grout diffusion rule and curtain lap after grouting. Finally，a hydropow⁃
er station of bedrock curtain grouting process was taken as a case. The results show that the grout diffu⁃
sion radius increases with time in a certain time range，but its rate of change shows a decline trend. After
grouting completion of each sequence hole，grout front laps well. Furthermore，comparing the simulation val⁃
ue with the actual measuring value of the grouting quantity and time， the average errors were 9.08% and
6.32% respectively，which verified the reliability of the method.
Key words： dam bedrock curtain grouting； Binghamian grouts； VOF method； three-dimensional air-grout
two-phase flow grouting mathematical model；geological information model；multiple holes and sequencing
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Detection for non-stationary vibration signaland fault diagnosis ofhydropower unit

DANG Jian1，HE Yangyang 1，JIA Rong1，DONG Kaisong1，XIE Yongtao2

（1. Xi’an University of Technology，Xi’an 710048，China；

2. Gansu Province Electric Power Research Institute， Lanzhou 730050，China）

Abstract： In view of the traditional method is difficult to accurately detect non-stationary vibration signal
of hydro-generator units and the low accuracy of existing vibration fault diagnosis methods， this paper intro⁃
duced the permutation entropy algorithm for detection and analysis. And then realized feature extraction of
non-stationary vibration signals based on multi-dimensional permutation entropy，so as to construct fault da⁃
ta samples； The diagnosis model of support vector machine （SVM） based on genetic algorithm is estab⁃
lished， and the sample data is the input of the model， then the fault diagnosis and identification is com⁃
pleted. The simulation results show that permutation entropy can effectively detect the mutations of non-sta⁃
tionary vibration signals，and the fault diagnosis method based on MPE and SVM can effectively identify ab⁃
normal situation of the unit and achieve higher diagnostic accuracy.
Key words： hydropower unit； non-stationary； multi-dimension permutation entropy； support vector ma⁃
chine；faulty diagnosis
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Structure damage evolution and mechanical properties of loess by CT-triaxial test

PANG Xuqing1，2，HU Zaiqiang1，LI Hongru1，JIAO Lijie1

（1. School of Civil Engineering and Architecture，Xi’an University of Technology，Xi’an 710048，China；

2. Shaanxi Railway Institute，Weinan 714000，China）

Abstract：A series of CT-triaxial tests of an intact unsaturated Q3 loess and remolded loess were conduct⁃
ed using a stress controlled CT multi-function triaxial apparatus developed，and the changes of the internal
structure was measured using CT technology， The distinctive CT images and detailed CT data were ob⁃
tained during nondestructive of the loess， which explains meso-structure evolution of loess under triaxial
shear failure conditions from the microscopic view. The results show that，With the increase of confining
pressure， the curves of relationship between meridional stress and axial strain transformed into hardening
from weak softening gradually， The curves of relationship of shear failure strain softening between body
strain and axial strain transformed into contraction form from dilatation. The curves of relationship between
CT number and average axial strain experience a slight increase first， then reduce gradually. The relation
curves between average CT number and the axial strain of shear failure strain hardening type increase rapid⁃
ly in the initial stage，and then slow growth in the shearing process. The failure process of remolded loess
shear specimen in central shear damage smaller，crack mainly derived in the periphery of the samples. The
performance of intact loess cementation zone gradually broken， empty area showed due to the slip granular
soil around and gradually by compression. CT technology makes the soil meso-structure research to a quanti⁃
tative stage， and provides the experimental basis for establishing the constitutive model of soil structure
and structural evolution equations.
Key words：loess；meso-structure；damage；mechanical characteristics；CT-triaxial test
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Stability analysis of hydro-turbine governing system of hydropower station with
inclined ceiling tailrace based on Hopf bifurcation

GUO Wencheng1，YANG Jiandong1，WANG Mingjiang1，2

（1. State Key Laboratory of Water Resources and Hydropower Engineering Science， Wuhan University， Wuhan 430072， China；

2. HYDROCHINA Northwest Engineering Corporation， Xi'an 710065， China）

Abstract：Based on the Hopf bifurcation theory， the stability analysis of hydro-turbine governing system of
hydropower station with inclined ceiling tailrace is studied. Firstly， the nonlinear mathematical model is es⁃
tablished. This model contains the momentum equation of pipeline system which can accurately describe the
motion characteristics of the interface of free surface pressurized flow in inclined ceiling tailrace. According
to the nonlinear mathematical model， the existence and direction of Hopf bifurcation of nonlinear dynamic
system are analyzed. Furthermore， the algebraic criterion of the occurrence of Hopf bifurcation is derived.
Then the stability domain of hydro-turbine governing system is drawn by the algebraic criterion， and the
characteristics of stability under different state parameters are investigated. Finally， the stability working
principle of inclined ceiling tailrace in the condition of load adjustment is studied based on stability do⁃
main. The results indicate that the Hopf bifurcation of hydro-turbine governing system of hydropower station
with inclined ceiling tailrace is supercritical. The variation of water inertia caused by free surface pressur⁃
ized flow is favorable for the stability under load reduction，but it is unfavorable under load increase. How⁃
ever， the water-level fluctuation of free surface flow is always favorable for the stability under load reduc⁃
tion and load increase.
Key words：inclined ceiling tailrace；hydro-turbine governing；nonlinear system；stability；Hopf bifurcation
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Mesoscopic simulation of the mechanical properties and the size effect of reinforced concrete
column subjected to axial compressive loading

LI Dong，JIN Liu，DU Xiuli
（The key laboratory of Urban Security and Disaster Engineering，Beijing University of Technology，Beijing 100124，China）

Abstract：The size effect behavior of reinforced concrete（RC） components is caused mainly by 1） the het⁃
erogeneity of concrete itself，and 2） the complex mutual effects between concrete and steel rebar. Consider⁃
ing of the mesoscopic heterogeneity， it is assumed that the steel rebar and concrete is well bonded. A se⁃
ries of meso-scale mechanical analysis models of RC columns subjected to axial compressive loading are
set up. First， the mechanical parameters of the meso components are confirmed by an inversion method
based on the simulation of compressive mechanical properties test of a concrete specimen. Then， the dam⁃
age process of RC column subjected to axial compressive loading is simulated at macro- and meso-scale.
The size effect of the nominal compressive strength of RC components is discussed. The mesoscopic simula⁃
tion results of this work follows closely the test results. The rationality of the established mesoscopic analy⁃
sis method for the research of size effect of RC components has been verified.
Key words：RC column；Size effect；Heterogeneity；Mutual effect；Mesoscopic mechanical model
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Experimental study of particle grading impact on piping mechanism

YAO Zhixiong1，2，ZHOU Jian2，ZHANG Gang2，3，WU Bo1

（1. Department of Civil Engineering，Fujian University of Technology，Fuzhou 350118，China；

2. Department of Geotechnical Engineering，Tong University，Shanghai 200092，China；

3. Shanghai Xiandai Architectural Design Group，Shanghai 200011，China）

Abstract： Combined with fine measuring equipment， vertical seepage sand piping tests were carried out
through a self-designed model slot. The geometry and hydraulic parameters of soils and the particles move⁃
ment characteristics are obtained during the tests to study the particle grading impact on piping develop⁃
ment and to explore the mesoscopic mechanism of piping. In piping type soils， the gradation of movable
particles does not affect the final particles loss fraction， while the maximum size and distribution law of
loss particles are influenced. Whether the seepage failure occurs or not and the corrosion process are affect⁃
ed greatly by the movable particle content，and the critical content of movable particles and the self-filter⁃
ing phenomenon should be considered fully. Through the stereo microscope， the self-filtering and self-stabi⁃
lizing process internal the sand soil with critical content of fine particles is obtained during seepage from
the mesoscopic view. It further reveals the interlayer value of D15/d85 resulting from interaction of soil and wa⁃
ter is in line with the self-stabilizing gradation characteristics， which leads to the system self-stabilizing，
In order to discriminate the seepage failure mode and critical hydraulic gradient magnitude in the case of
sand with wide grade distribution and lack of middle size， it is necessary to carry out experimental demon⁃
stration for the complex interaction of soil and water， according to the accrual grading feature of engineer⁃
ing soils and the hydraulic conditions based on the traditional judgment formula or experience curves.
Key words： sandy piping； small scale model； particle grading； leakage； interlayer value； interaction of
soil and water
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Reliability analysis on stabtility of gravity dam foundation over
multiple sliding planes using PSO

WANG Gang，MA Zhenyue，QIN Jingjing，LAN Qin
（School of Hydraulic Engineering，Dalian University of Technology，Dalian 116024，China）

Abstract： Instability of foundation over multiple sliding planes is a general case occurring in bedrock un⁃
der most engineering geological conditions of concrete gravity dams. But there are little literatures on exten⁃
sively researching about this case. For simplication the instability probability was commonly evaluated using
models of single or dual sliding plane（s） for the dam foundation. Base on the geometric interpretation of
the realiability index， the reliability calculation can be treated as mathematical optimization， so the particle
swarm optimization （PSO） can be used logically. A reliability calculating method on the basis of PSO is
provided in the paper， which is applied to evaluate the stabiliy reliability index of concrete gravity dam
foundation over multiple sliding planes. By camparison with the calculated results by other methods for
three testing examples and an actural dam， the method is verified to be accurate， efficient and rational，
and can be utilized to the practical complex engineering， for which the performance function for reliablity
analysis is nonlinear and implicit. So the method will benefit the further research and provide good techni⁃
cal support on the stabiliy safety assessment and structrual design of gravity dam.
Key words： concrete gravity dam； reliability； particle swarm optimization； stability against sliding along
deep-seated plane；multiple sliding planes
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Experimental model study on dam break and evolution law of tailings pond

ZHANG Liting，QI Qinglan，LI Qiang，ZHANG Shaoxiong，LIU Yubo
（School of Civil Engineering，Shijiazhuang Tiedao University，Shijiazhuang 050043，China）

Abstract： According to the practical project， the tailings pond model was set up based on a self-devel⁃
oped dam-break model test system. The dam-break model test was carried out under the continuous rise of
saturation line caused by the failure of drainage system in the tailing pond. In the tests， the dam break
and evolution process of the tailings pond was observed and measured by the dam displacement measuring
device， and the dam-break pattern and dam-failure mechanism were discussed. The results show that the
type of dam break belongs to the reversed-stream and traction failure， and the dam break process can be
approximately divided into three stages：（1） tension cracks appeared by the dam surface swamping，（2）
soil flow failure and local collapse failure， and （3） extensive collapse failure and landslide failure. The
first two stages are the induced phases of the collapse and landslide failure. Before soil flow failure the
cracks appeared on the surface of the dam and the seepage water overflow from the dam. If the effective
measure can be carried out to reduce the saturation line at first time， the extensive soil flow will be avoid⁃
ed. The collapse and landslide failure has the characteristics of larger break body and shorter duration，
which is difficult to prevent. Comparison of the model test results with the numerical results and the proto⁃
type observed data，it is showed that the model test results are in well agreement with the others. The mod⁃
el test method in this paper could be used to predict and inverse the dam break process of tailings ponds.
Key words：tailings pond；dam break；model test；soil flow；landslide failure
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Experimental study on non-uniform bedload instantaneous transport rate

XU Linjuan1，2，3，LIU Chunjing1，2，3，CAO Wenhong1，2，3

（1. State Key Laboratory of Simulation and Regulation of Water Cycle in River Basin，Beijing 100048，China；

2. Key Laboratory of Hydraulic and Sediment Science and River Harnessing of the Ministry of Water Resources，Beijing 100048，China；

3. Department of Sediment Research，China Institute of Water Resources and Hydropower Research，Beijing 100048，China）

Abstract： Bedload discharge is an important content of sediment movement mechanics. At present the
study of bedload sediment transport rate mostly focused on time average rate，while instantaneous sediment
rate is relatively fewer. Firstly， Ballio method for calculating uniform bedload instantaneous transport rate
was introduced， and the improved Ballio method was derived to calculate non-uniform instantaneous trans⁃
port rate. Secondly， the instantaneous velocity of different sediment particles was measured in flume experi⁃
ment， and substituted into the improved Ballio formula， the instantaneous transport rate can be obtained.
Then definition method was used to calculate the bedload instantaneous transport rate， compared with Bal⁃
lio method， the results of two methods is relatively close. It is feasible the improved Ballio method used to
calculate the non-uniform bedload instantaneous transport rate. Meanwhile， the characteristics of the
non-uniform bedload instantaneous transport rate were revealed in this paper， such as instability on time，
non-uniformity on space and the intermittency in the sediment movement process.
Key words： the instantaneous sediment transport rate；non-uniform bed load；sediment transporting charac⁃
teristics；the flume experiment；Ballio method
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The sensitivity analysis of seven-parameter rockfill rheological model based
on the orthogonal test method

WANG Ruijun1，LI Yang1，DING Zhanfeng2

（1. Institute of Water Resources and Hydroelectric Engineering，Xi’an University of Technology，Xi’an 710048，China；

2. China Northwest Municipal Engineering Design & Research Institute Co.，Ltd.，Xi’an 710075，China）

Abstract：The seven-parameter rockfill rheological model has been widely applied in the numerical calcula⁃
tion of stress and deformation of the concrete faced rockfill dam，but the sensitivity analysis for the parame⁃
ters of the rheological model on the dam stress and deformation is not deep enough. Based on the orthogo⁃
nal test method， the Gongboxia concrete faced rockfill dam is taken as an example in this paper to con⁃
duct the sensitivity analysis of seven-parameter rockfill rheological model with major test indexes of the
maximum vertical settlement displacement of the dam V， the maximum deflection of the panel δ and the
stress isograms of the panel along the slope σ. The results show that among the seven-parameters， for the
indexes of V， δ and σ， the sensitivity of m1， b，m2 are relatively larger， and m1 is the largest，followed
by b and m2；while the parameters of α，c，d and m3 have relatively small influence on each index. There⁃
fore， when using the seven-parameter rockfill rheological model to analyse the rheology of concrete faced
rockfill dam，m1，b and m2 should be the key point in analyzing and selecting rheological parameters. The
research methods and results of this paper can provide a reference for selecting the parameters for the sev⁃
en-parameter rockfill rheological model of concrete faced rockfill dam.
Key words：rockfill materials； the orthogonal test method；sensitivity analysis；seven-parameter rockfill rhe⁃
ological model
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